We study nucleon-nucleon (N N ) scattering by applying the N/D method in chiral perturbation theory up to next-to-next-to-leading (NNLO) order in the calculation of the imaginary part of the N N partial-wave amplitudes along the left-hand-cut, which is the dynamical input for this approach. A quite good reproduction of the Nijmegen partial-wave analysis phase shifts and mixing angles is obtained, which implies a steady improvement in the accurateness achieved by increasing the chiral order in the calculation of the dynamical input. A power counting for the subtraction constants is established, which is appropriate for those subtractions attached to both the left-and right-hand cuts. We discuss that it is not necessary to modify the N N chiral potential at NNLO to agree with data, but instead one should perform the iteration of two-nucleon intermediate states to finally achieve analytic and unitarity N N partial-wave amplitudes in a well-defined way. We also confirm at NNLO the long-range correlations between the N N S-wave effective ranges and scattering lengths, when employing only once-subtracted dispersion relations, that holds up to around 10% when compared with experimental values.
Introduction
Chiral Perturbation Theory (ChPT) is the effective field theory of QCD at low energies [1, 2] . Its paradigmatic application is the purely mesonic sector in SU (2) . 1 Its extension to the one-baryon sector presents some complications due to the large nucleon mass that does not vanish in the chiral limit [13, 14] , which posed interesting problems to the theory. 2 For reviews on ChPT on these topics see e.g. [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] .
The extension of ChPT to systems with a larger baryonic number was considered in Ref. [23] , where the chiral counting is applied to the calculation of the multi-nucleon potential. In these cases one also has to face the problem associated with the infrared enhancement associated with the small nucleon kinetic energies, which requires to resum the infinite string of diagrams due to the iteration of intermediate multi-nucleon states. The extension of the chiral power counting to finite density system, including the contributions of multi-nucleon reducible diagrams, is given in Ref. [24] . For related reviews see e.g. [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] .
The application of the set up of Ref. [23] to nucleon-nucleon (N N ) scattering has been phenomenologically successful [30] [31] [32] [33] . However, the sensitivity of the results on the values of the cutoff taken to solve the associated Lippmann-Schwinger equation for the iteration of two-nucleon intermediate states has given rise to a flurry of publications, whose fair and comprehensive consideration is beyond this introduction. For more detailed accounts on this respect the reader is referred to [25, 26, [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] .
We continue here the application of the N/D method [41] to N N scattering extending the previous work of Refs. [42] [43] [44] . For this method the dynamical input is not the N N potential but the discontinuity of a N N partial-wave amplitude along the left-hand-cut (LHC), which is denoted in the following by 2i∆(A). Here A is the center of mass (c.m.) three-momentum squared of a N N state. In other words, ∆(A) is the imaginary part of a N N partial-wave amplitude along the LHC, that extends for real A with A < −M 2 π /4, being M π the pion (π) mass. The function ∆(A) is due to the multi-exchange of pions driving the finite-range nuclear forces, while in a low-energy effective field theory the short-range nuclear forces are accounted for by local interactions of zero range that do not contribute to ∆(A) for finite A. The two-nucleon irreducible contributions to ∆(A) are amenable to a straightforward ChPT expansion, in much the same way as discussed in Ref. [23] for the calculation of the chiral N N potential. However, ∆(A) has also contributions from two-nucleon reducible diagrams but, as explained in Ref. [44] , these contributions require to cut all the pion lines simultaneously when iterating one-pion exchange (OPE). In this way, when including an extra N N intermediate state in the iteration of the unitarity two-nucleon diagrams their contribution to ∆(A) starts further away in the LHC. It then results that the nth iteration of two-nucleon intermediate states, which at least requires n + 1 OPE ladders, gives contribution to ∆(A) only for A < −(n + 1) 2 M 2 π /4. This makes that its relevance for physical values of A (A ≥ 0) in the lowenergy region clearly dismisses with increasing n. As a result, because of the chiral expansion together with this other effect that numerically suppresses the proliferation of two-nucleon reducible diagrams in the calculation of ∆(A), one can determine this function reliably in ChPT. 3 In Refs. [42, 43] the N/D method was solved with ∆(A) calculated at leading order (LO) from OPE, while in Ref. [44] the NLO contributions to ∆(A) were also included. These contributions comprise two-nucleon irreducible two-pion exchange and once-iterated OPE, whose sum gives the leading two-pion exchange (TPE). Reference [44] obtained a clear improvement in the reproduction of the phase shifts and mixing angles given by the Nijmegen partial-wave analysis (PWA) [45] as compared with the LO study, so that a global and rather good agreement is achieved at NLO. We want to give one step forward and consider here the next-to-next-to-leading (NNLO) contributions to ∆(A), which are given by the imaginary part along the LHC of the two-nucleon irreducible TPE diagrams with a NLO πN vertex in Heavy-Baryon ChPT (HBChPT) [46] . We see that the chiral expansion within our approach is well behaved, so that there is a steady improvement in the reproduction of the Nijmegen PWA results when passing from LO to NLO and then to NNLO, where a quite good reproduction of the Nijmegen PWA is finally obtained. This is accomplished in a progressive and smooth way, without violent variations in the results obtained at every order. 4 In addition, we deal with convergent integrals by taking enough number of subtractions so that the above referred regulator dependence that arises when solving the LippmannSchwinger equation with a chiral N N potential is avoided by construction in our approach. An interesting outcome from our study is that we corroborate the long-range correlations between the effective range and scattering length for each of the N N S waves, 1 S 0 and 3 S 1 , when only the corresponding scattering length is taken as experimental input. These correlations, first noticed in Ref. [34] , were also obtained in the NLO N/D study of Ref. [44] , and within our approach they are deduced solely from basic principles of N N partial-wave amplitudes, namely, chiral symmetry, unitarity and analyticity. They are typically fulfilled at the level of around a 10% when comparing with the experimental values for the effective ranges. We should say that we can proceed further and include more subtractions, so that we can implement within our formalism the exact values of the effective ranges, something not possible in the tight scheme of Ref. [34] .
Regarding the subtraction constants we elaborate below a chiral power counting for them, by taking into account the change in their values due to variations in the subtraction point. We show that at NLO and NNLO in the calculation of ∆(A) one properly takes twice-subtracted dispersion relations (DRs). Nevertheless, on top of this criterion we impose that one should obtain the proper threshold behavior for higher partial waves, as well as having meaningful solutions of the integral equations (IEs) that result from the corresponding DRs. 5 These two requirements often imply the necessity of taking more than two subtractions in the corresponding DRs relations. Regarding the number of subtractions used to guarantee the threshold behavior for higher partial waves we use here the formalism developed in Ref. [44] , so that partial waves with orbital angular momentum ℓ ≥ 1 and mixing partial waves with total angular momentum J ≥ 1 vanish at threshold as A ℓ and A J , respectively. This requires to take at least ℓ or J subtractions, in order, with ℓ − 1 or J − 1 free parameters, respectively. But at the end, as emphasized in Ref. [44] , none or only one of the resulting subtraction constants for a given partial wave with ℓ > 1 (or J > 1 for a mixing wave) is necessary to reproduce data. This interesting point, which allows to treat easily higher partial waves, is called in Ref. [44] the principle of maximal smoothness.
In our study we have also paid special attention to the issue concerning the impact on the results of the rather large size of the NLO πN counterterms, typically denoted by c i [22] , which first appear in the calculation of ∆(A) at NNLO. It is discussed in Ref. [48] that the πN monomials, proportional to the c i counterterms, produce a too large contribution to the N N potential at medium and short distances when it is calculated at NNLO in dimensional regularization, which worsens the properties of the chiral expansion. Because of this Ref. [48] argued to better use a cutoff regularization to calculate the NNLO potential, or equivalently, to cut the energy spectral representation of the NNLO N N potential at around the chiral symmetry breaking scale. This last point would be equivalent to truncate the full extent of the LHC in our dispersive integrals. However, it is interesting to remark that we do not need to do that in order to obtain a good reproduction of the Nijmegen PWA when employing ∆(A) determined up to NNLO. In fact, we observe that the definitive improvement of our results compared with the Born approximation does not arise by modifying the two-nucleon irreducible diagrams at NNLO, but by performing the iteration of two-nucleon unitarity diagrams as required by analyticity and unitarity in a well-defined way.
After this introduction we review the N/D method for coupled and uncoupled partial waves in Sec. 2. The function ∆(A), calculated in ChPT up to NNLO, is discussed in Sec. 3, where we also elaborate the chiral power counting for the subtraction constants. Sections 4 to 14 are devoted to discuss the application of the N/D method to the different N N partial waves up to J = 5. There it is shown that a quite good reproduction of the Nijmegen PWA phase shifts and mixing angles results. In these sections we also compare with the Born approximation for higher partial waves and discuss on the relative importance of the different contributions to ∆(A). Our concluding remarks are given in Sec. 15 . Finally, we discuss in Appendix A a method to calculate higher order shape parameters of the N N S waves.
The N/D method
A detailed presentation of the formalism for the N/D method [41] can be found in Ref. [44] . Here we only reproduce the main facets of the approach.
Uncoupled partial waves
An uncoupled N N partial wave is written as the quotient of two functions, where the numerator is the function N (A) and the denominator is D(A). Then, one writes
with T (A) the corresponding N N partial wave in the c.m. frame. In the following we use the spectroscopic notation and denote by 2S+1 L J the different N N partial waves with S the total spin, L the orbital angular momentum and J the total angular momentum. The point for the splitting of T (A) in two functions is because N (A) has only LHC while D(A) has only right-hand cut (RHC), also called unitarity cut. The following expressions for the discontinuities of the functions N (A) and D(A) along their respective cuts then arise,
Here L = −M 2 π /4 and it represents the onset of the LHC for A < L due to OPE, and ρ(A) is the phase space factor
where m is the nucleon mass. The first of the relations in Eq. (2) is a consequence of elastic unitarity for a N N partial wave, which reads
In terms of 1/T (A) this can be recast simply as
With this normalization the relation between the T and S matrices is S(A) = 1 + 2iρ(A)T (A). The discontinuity of a N N partial wave T (A) along the LHC is given by 2i∆(A), which directly implies the second expression in Eq. (2) . Standard DRs for the functions D(A) and N (A) are derived in Ref. [44] under the assumption that the function D(A) does not diverge faster than a polynomial of degree n 0 for A → ∞. Then for n > n 0 one can write [44] 
where C is the subtraction point. Notice that the same number of subtractions is taken both in D(A) and N (A). The argument given in Ref. [44] makes use of the fact that N (A) = T (A)D(A) and T (A), because of unitarity, vanish at least as A −1/2 for A → +∞. As a result if D(A) diverges at most as A n 0 then N (A) does not diverge faster than A n 0 −1/2 . Here we take into account the Sugawara and Kanazawa theorem [49, 50] , as a consequence of which any function like D(A) or N (A) with only one cut of infinite extent along the real axis has the same limit for A → ∞ in any direction of the A-complex plane. In addition, it is clear from Eq. (6) and the standard theory of DRs [51] , that we can take different values for the corresponding subtraction points for each function separately. Indeed, for many partial waves we will take the subtractions for the function D(A) in two different subtraction points, one at C = 0 and the other at C = −M 2 π . This is motivated by the fact that we impose the normalization
which can always be done by dividing simultaneously D(A) and N (A) by a constant without altering their ratio corresponding to T (A), Eq. (1). In this way, one subtraction for D(A) is always taken at C = 0 in order to guarantee straightforwardly the normalization Eq. (7). To solve D(A) in terms of the input ∆(A) and the subtraction constants we substitute in Eq. (6) the expression for N (A) into the DR of D(A), so that we end with the following IE for D(A) with A < L,
The key point of the method is to solve this IE numerically which provides the knowledge of 
The term +i0 is necessary for negative A or k 2 , with the prescription √ −1 ± i0 = ±iπ. We can calculate the other RHC integrals of Eq. (8) with higher powers of the factor (q 2 − C) in the denominator by simple differentiation with respect to C of the function g(A, k 2 ),
Coupled partial waves
For the case of the triplet partial waves with total angular momentum J we have the mixing between the partial waves with ℓ = J − 1 and ℓ ′ = J + 1, except for the 3 P 0 . In this case we denote the different coupled partial waves by t ij (A) with i, j = 1, 2, where 1 labels the lower angular momentum ℓ ≡ ℓ 1 and 2 the higher one ℓ ′ ≡ ℓ 2 . All of them are gathered together in the 2 × 2 matrix T (A), in terms of which the S-matrix reads
where I is the 2 × 2 unit matrix, ǫ J is the mixing angle, and δ 1 and δ 2 are the phase shifts for the channels with orbital angular momentum ℓ and ℓ ′ , in this order. Equation (11) corresponds to the Stapp parameterization [52] . Now, the N/D method explained for the uncoupled waves in Sec. (2) is extended to the coupled channel case [43, 44] by writing down three N/D equations, one for every t ij (A) [notice that because of time reversal t 12 (A) = t 21 (A)]. The main difference with respect to the uncoupled case is that now the discontinuity along the RHC of the inverse of t ij (A) does not simply correspond to −ρ(A), but it also contains information on the other coupled partial waves. In the following let us employ the notation
From Eq. (11) it is straightforward to obtain the following expressions for the ν ij (A) [43, 44] ,
In terms of them we have the analogous DRs for D(A) and N (A) of Eq. (6), but now distinguishing between the different D ij (A) and N ij (A) such that t ij (A) = N ij (A)/D ij (A), and employing ν ij (A) instead of simply ρ(A). The following expressions are obtained [44] :
Here, we also impose the normalization condition at A = 0,
Of course, the same remark concerning the subtraction point as done in Sec. 2.1 is also in order here. Namely, we can use different subtraction points for the functions D ij (A) and N ij (A), as well as to use even different subtraction points in the same function, as we will do below for D ij (A).
Higher partial waves
An uncoupled N N partial wave with ℓ ≥ 1 should vanish at threshold as A ℓ . Similarly for a coupled partial wave we have the analogous results but in terms of ℓ ij ≡ (ℓ i + ℓ j )/2, with i, j = 1, 2. As discussed in Ref. [44] this threshold behavior is enforced by taken at least ℓ or ℓ ij subtractions at C = 0 in the DR for N (A) in Eq. (6) or Eq. (15), respectively, and setting ν p = 0 (ν
In this way we end with the DRs: Uncoupled case :
Coupled case :
where we have denoted the derivative of D(A) of order n by D (n) (A). In addition, we have introduced the function g ij (A, k 2 , C; m) defined as
which can be expressed algebraically as a combination of g(A, B)'s, Eq. (9), with different arguments. Although in this way there is a proliferation of subtraction constants (which are not constrained) in the function D(A) as ℓ (ℓ ij ) grows, most of them play a negligible role. This is so because N N partial waves with ℓ or ℓ ij greater than 2 are quite perturbative [44, 46] . In practical terms we have found in our NNLO study, as well as in the previous one at NLO [44] , that for higher partial waves only δ ℓ (or δ (ij) ℓ ij ), if any, is needed to fit data, with the rest of them fixed to zero. Furthermore, no significant improvement in the reproduction of data or in the fitted values is observed by releasing δ i or δ (ij) i with i < ℓ or ℓ ij , respectively, so that the fit is stable. This is called in Ref. [44] the principle of maximal smoothness because it implies for the uncoupled case that the derivatives of D(A) at A = 0 with order < ℓ − 1 are zero, as it follows from Eqs. (17) and (19) . Similarly, for the coupled case it implies that D ij (C) = 1 and D (n) ij (C) = 0 for 1 ≤ n ≤ ℓ ij − 3, cf. Eqs. (20) and (22) . In some cases, it happens that δ ℓ or δ
is also zero and then we say that for this partial wave the subtraction constants have the pure perturbative values.
We further illustrate in this work the perturbative character of N N partial waves with ℓ (ℓ ij ) ≥ 3 by comparing the full outcome from the N/D method with the perturbative result corresponding to the leading Born approximation, cf. Sec. 6.1. In this case there is no dependence on any of the subtraction constants δ p or δ (ij) p and, indeed, we show below that the results are typically rather similar to the full ones, although the latter reproduce closer the Nijmegen PWA, as one should expect.
The input function ∆(A)
The discontinuity along the LHC of a NN partial wave, 2i∆(A), is taken from the calculation of Ref. [46] in Baryon ChPT (BChPT) up to O(p 3 ) or NNLO, which includes OPE plus leading and subleading TPE. At this order ∆(A) for a given partial wave diverges at most as λ(−A) 3/2 for A → −∞, with λ a constant. As discussed in Ref. [44] , when λ < 0 one can have solutions for the integral equation providing D(A) for A < L in the once-subtracted case even with a divergent ∆(A) for A → −∞. However, as we will see below λ is not always negative and more subtractions are then required.
NLO πN counterterms
At NNLO the function ∆(A) is sensitive to the NLO πN ChPT low-energy constants (LECs) c 1 , c 3 and c 4 . We take their values from different works in the literature, that are summarized in Table 1 . Within the same reference we distinguish, when appropriate, between those values obtained by fitting phase shifts from the Karlsruhe-Helsinki group (KH) [53] or the George Washington University group (GW) [54] .
Reference [55] performs an O(p 4 ) HBChPT study of πN scattering data. We take its values instead of the ones from the older HBChPT studies at O(p 3 ) and O(p 4 ) [59] . We include too the values from Lorentz covariant BChPT obtained in Ref. [11] by fitting πN phase shifts making use of EOMS at O(p 3 ). Furthermore, we show in the table the c i 's obtained in the covariant O(p 3 ) BChPT study of Ref. [57] within Infrared Regularization (IR). However, due to the better convergence of the πN scattering amplitude in EOMS than in IR [11, 12] we give results only for the values obtained within EOMS [11] . The resulting uncertainty band is already wide enough to take into account further uncertainties by considering explicitly the c i 's from the IR study of Ref. [57] , which indeed are rather close to those obtained in EOMS [11] . We also notice that the values from Ref. [58] , obtained in a N N scattering study, are very similar to those of KH [55] , so that in the following we consider only the latter ones. Again the uncertainty estimated takes into account the variation in the results by employing the c i 's from Ref. [58] . The work [56] πN LEC on which our results mostly depend. This is why we do not show results for this set of c i 's either. Finally, we also give the resulting values from the fits to πN data within Unitarized EOMS BChPT obtained in Ref. [11] . These are the fits that provide more stable values under the change of the data between KH and GW. These values are quite similar to those from the set KH [55] . In summary, when discussing our results we will take into account the values for the LECs c i obtained in Refs. [55] and [11] , namely, the rows 2, 3, 5, 6, 10 and 11 in Table 1 .
Number of subtractions in the chiral expansion of ∆(A)
An interesting point to discuss is the appropriate number of subtractions for a given chiral order in the calculation of ∆(A). In other terms, we want to establish a chiral power counting for the subtraction constants involved in the calculation of the functions D(A) and N (A). In the previous works in which we applied the N/D method to study N N interactions [42] [43] [44] our main criterion for fixing the number of subtractions was to end with a well-defined IE for D(A) with A < L. We could also add more subtractions and fit low-energy data with more precision by having more free parameters at our disposal, a point actually used in these works too. However, by having a chiral power counting for the subtraction constants one has a connection between the number of subtraction and the chiral order for the calculation of ∆(A).
A chiral power counting for the subtraction constants can be established by studying their variation when changing the subtraction point in the low-energy region. Let us consider first the chiral order for the subtraction constants appearing in N (A), denoted by ν i in Eq. (6) . For definiteness let us employ a twice-subtracted DR, which reads
Now, let us move the subtraction point from zero to C = O(M 2 π ). It is then straightforward to show that the previous DR can be rewritten as 6
For . This procedure can be easily generalized so that ν n = O(p −2(n−1) ). By increasing the chiral order in the calculation of ∆(A) up to O(p m ) the ν n will receive an extra contribution starting at O(p −2(n−1)+m ), as it is also clear from Eq. (25) . Now, the point is to demand that for a given m the maximum value of n, denoted by n 0 , should not be so large that −2(n 0 − 1) + m < 0. By this condition we are requiring that the chiral dimension for a given subtraction constant with n ≤ n 0 be positive or zero, since short-distance physics gives rise to contributions that do not vanish in the chiral limit. 7 Then the raising in the chiral dimension of ν n until the nominal one, −2(n − 1) + m ≥ 0, must come from powers of M π , |C|
This power counting coincides with the standard Weinberg chiral power counting [23] , that is applied to the calculation of the N N potential. It is also worth noticing that ν n is multiplied by (A − C) n−1 , so that the chiral order of the product is always m for any n, which corresponds to the chiral order of the dispersive integral with the O(p m ) contribution of ∆(A).
One can proceed analogously also for the function D(A). We also exemplify it by writing down a twice-subtracted DR for D(A),
We now move the subtraction point from C to E. Let us recall that the normalization D(0) = 1 is fixed and this is why we do not change the position of the first subtraction taken at A = 0. As a result of this rewriting we obtain the evolution
For ascribing the chiral order to δ n , n ≥ 2, we have, as before, that
. Additionally, we count ρ(q 2 ) = O(p 0 ) because it involves the product m q 2 with m ≫ M π , a large number. Let us also recall at this point that along the RHC, the extent of the integral in Eq. (26), the strong effects due to the infrared enhancement of the N N intermediate states [23] , which is directly related 6 To show this, one can rewrite the factor A 2 /k 2 in the integral of Eq. (24) as
and then isolate the term (
The rest of terms can be reabsorbed in the polynomial on the right-hand side (r.h.s.) of Eq. (24).
7 As a result they are counted as O(p 0 ) 8 One could ask about the fact that the chiral dimension for the other contributions to ∆(A) of order m ′ < m could imply a negative −2(n − 1) + m ′ with n ≤ n0. This already occurs e.g. in the paradigmatic example of ChPT, namely, meson-meson scattering. The point is to realize that these extra long-range physics contributions cancel explicitly with other contributions stemming from the rearrangement of the dispersive integral, which was done already with less subtractions when including only lower orders in ∆(A).
with the large nucleon mass, should be resummed. We then conclude from Eq. (27) that δ 2 = O(p −2 ) for the LO contribution of N (A) = O(p 0 ). This result can be generalized easily to more subtractions so that δ n = O(p −2(n−1) ). However, this chiral order increases when considering higher orders contributions to N (A) stemming in turn from higher orders in the calculation of ∆(A). As just discussed above in connection with Eq. (25), these O(p m ) contributions to ∆(A) give rise to contributions of the same order in N (A). Thus, once they are taken into account, one has the corresponding rise in the chiral order of δ n so that now it counts as δ n = O(p −2(n−1)+m ). In this way, the chiral orders of ν n and δ n are the same for the same n and m. Indeed, this is a necessary result because according with the general formalism of Sec. 2 the same number of subtractions are taken both in D(A) and N (A). To satisfy this requirement is also another reason for taking ρ = O(p 0 ) in the chiral counting. We also stress that the chiral power counting that we have established for the subtraction constants δ n corresponds to two-nucleon reducible diagrams, 9 while the standard Weinberg chiral power counting for nuclear interactions [23] only involves two-nucleon irreducible diagrams.
Although we have offered here the arguments for the uncoupled case the same results follow for the coupled-channel partial waves because the function ν ij (A), Eq. (12), share the same chiral counting as ρ(A), since the T -matrix is O(p 0 ). 10 In summary, for ∆(A) calculated up to O(p m ) we have the following power counting for the subtractions constants,
Now, by applying the requirement that −2(n − 1) + m ≥ 0 it results that in our present study at NNLO one should properly take two subtractions (n = 2) since m = 3. However, on top of this criterion we first require that the resulting IE has well-defined solutions and for this to happen it is necessary to introduce more than two subtractions in some N N partial waves, as discussed below. In addition, we have to satisfy the right threshold behavior for higher partial waves, which for ℓ ≥ 3 (J ≥ 3 for the mixing partial waves) requires to take ℓ > 2 (J > 2 subtractions), cf. Sec. 2.3.
Uncoupled

S 0 wave
In this section we study the 1 S 0 partial wave. We first take the once-subtracted DRs:
We have one free parameter ν 1 that can be fixed in terms of the 1 S 0 scattering length a s
with the experimental value a s = −23.76 ± 0.01 fm [32] . [42] . The twice-subtracted DR results correspond to the (cyan) band at NNLO and the (green) dash-dotted line at NLO [44] . The Nijmegen PWA phase shifts are shown by the (black) dashed lines.
counterterms in Table 1 . Our present results are compared with the neutron-proton (np) 1 S 0 phase shifts of the Nijmegen PWA [45] (black dashed line), the OPE results of Ref. [42] (blue dotted line) and the NLO results of Ref. [44] (magenta solid line). As we see, the Nijmegen PWA phase shifts are better reproduced at lower energies at NNLO than at smaller orders, though one also observes an excess of repulsion at this order. Next, we work out the effective range expansion (ERE) parameters for the 1 S 0 . By taking into account the relation in our normalization
with r s the 1 S 0 effective range and the shape parameters v i , i = 2, . . . , 10. We designate by I m , m = 1, 2, . . ., the integral along the LHC, (29)]. We also give the values obtained by using the NNLO N N potential in Refs. [32] and [48] (fifth and sixth rows, respectively). The values corresponding to the Nijmegen PWA [45] , as obtained in Refs. [32, 48] , are given in the last row.
From Eqs. (29), (30) and (32) we derive the following expressions for r s and the shape parameters in the ERE up to i = 4
For higher order shape parameters is more efficient to use the numerical method developed in Appendix A, to which we refer.
The resulting values for r s and the shape parameters v i , i = 1, . . . , 6, are given in Table 2 and for v i , i = 7, . . . , 10 are shown in Table 3 in the second and third rows for NLO and NNLO, respectively. The latter are indicated by NNLO-I. These results are compared with the results from the calculation based on the NNLO N N potential of Refs. [48] and [32] , and with the Nijmegen PWA values. Our results for v 3 and v 4 are very similar to those obtained in Ref. [32] . The difference between [32] and [48] stems from the fact that in the latter reference a different method to regularize pion exchanges was introduced, the so-called spectral function regularization, instead of the dimensional regularization used in Ref. [32] . We also observe a clear improvement in the reproduction of the ERE parameters from NLO to NNLO. At NLO the errors in Tables 2 and 3 reflect the numerical uncertainty in the calculation of higher order derivatives. At NNLO in addition they take into account the spread in the results from the different sets of c i 's used.
From Eq. (35) we can also derive a power series expansion of the ERE parameters as a function of a s , as it was done previously for r s in Ref. [44] at NLO. We refer to that reference for further details. The important point is that D(A) satisfies the linear IE of Eq. (29) with an inhomogeneous term that is a polynomial of first degree in a s . As a result, Table 2 .
independent of a s . This also implies that the different I n can be expressed as
n with I
n and I (1) n independent of a s . In this way, the ERE parameters satisfies the following expansions
with the coefficients α i and v
n independent of a s . The relation between r s and a s was first realized in Ref. [34] in the context of N N scattering. 11 The explicit expressions of α i (i = −2, −1, 0) in terms of D 0 (A) and D 1 (A) were given in Ref. [44] . Its values at NNLO are
The expressions for the coefficients v (29), and shown by the (red) hatched area, are also coincident with those obtained by Ref. [34] . They are also rather similar to those obtained when employing only one contact term in the third entry of Ref. [37] , which studies the independence of its results as a function of the cutoff used to solve the Lippmann-Schwinger equation. Nevertheless, in this case the NNLO chiral potential is calculated by truncating its spectral representation [48] , while Ref. [34] uses the dimensional regularized result (which requires to take to infinity the cutoff(s) used in Ref. [37] .) Next, we consider the twice-subtracted DRs:
where the two subtractions in the function N (A) and one for D(A) are taken at C = 0, while the other subtraction in D(A) is placed at C = −M 2 π . Taking into account Eq. (9) it is straightforward to rewrite
The subtraction constant ν 1 is given by Eq. (31), while ν 2 and δ 2 are directly fitted to the np Nijmegen PWA phase shifts. 13 The best fit occurs for Tables 2 and 3 , where we observe a remarkable good agreement with Ref. [32] . We predict r s = 2.70 fm which is compatible with its experimental value r s = 2.75 ± 0.05 fm [32] . A similar good reproduction of the 1 S 0 phase shifts is also achieved by Ref. [37] in terms of two contact terms, although in this case there is a strong sensitivity on the cutoff employed to regularize the Lippmann-Schwinger equation near those values that give rise to poles in the domain of validity of the effective field theory.
The value of ν 2 in Eq. (41) is rather large, of similar size in absolute value to ν 1 ≃ 31 M −2 π , Eq. (31). A linear correlation between ν 2 and δ 2 can be observed in a χ 2 contour plot, along which there is an absolute minimum corresponding to the parameters given in Eq. (41) . The subtraction constant ν 2 that results from the once-subtracted DR Eq. (30) , and that we denote by ν pred 2 , is given by the expression
with the numerical value ν π . This implies that in order to overcome the excess of repulsion at NNLO one needs to incorporate a significant contribution from short-distance physics to give account of "missing physics", beyond the pure long-range physics 14 that stems from the once-subtracted DR case and that is not able to provide an accurate reproduction of data as shown in Fig. 1 by the (red) hatched areas. The large value for δν (1) 2 is mainly due to the O(p 2 ) πN counterterms c i 's, which in turn are dominated by the ∆(1232) resonance contribution [62, 63] . This can be easily seen by performing a fit to data in which we set c i = 0 for all of them. A good reproduction of the Nijmegen PWA phase shifts results but now δν
π , which is much smaller than δν
2 , with a ratio δν
. This indicates that once the large contributions that stem from the c i coefficients are discounted a quite natural (baryon) chiral expansion emerges.
Regarding the absolute value of δν
2 one should expect on dimensional grounds that
with Λ the expansion scale. The factor 4π/m is due to our normalization, cf. Eq. (32) . There should be also another contribution to δν
not proportional to a s , but since the scattering length is so large the contribution shown in Eq. (43) is expected to be the most important. For Λ ≃ 350 MeV, one would have |δν
π , which is very similar indeed to the reported value above. This value of Λ is also consistent with the ratio δν 
with the full result for D(A) but with ∆(A) in the integrand of Eq. (44) evaluated partially with some contributions or all of them. The result of this exercise is given in the left panel of Fig. 2 for the c i coefficients of Ref. [55] , collected in the first row of Table 1 . In turn, we show directly ∆(A) along the LHC in the right panel of Fig. 2 . The (black) dash-dotted lines correspond to OPE, the (blue) dotted lines take into account the full O(p 2 ) TPE, including both two-nucleon reducible and irreducible TPE, and the (cyan) double-dotted lines contain the O(p 3 ) two-nucleon irreducible TPE. In the right panel we show by the (cyan) filled area the variation in the O(p 3 ) irreducible TPE contribution by varying between the different sets of c i 's from Refs. [48] and [11] , as discussed above. This band indicates a large source of uncertainty in ∆(A). In the left panel the (red) solid line results by keeping all the contributions to ∆(A), and one can quantify from this panel the fact that the O(p 3 ) irreducible TPE is the largest subleading contribution. At √ A = 100 MeV it is around 28% of the OPE contribution, and it raises with energy so that at √ A = 200 MeV it is 44% and at 300 MeV it becomes 66%. The increase in energy of the relative size of the subleading TPE contribution should be expected because at low energies the suppression mechanism due to the earlier onset of the OPE source of ∆(A) along the LHC at L is more efficient. In addition, it is well-known that the ∆(1232) plays a prominent role in πN scattering because its proximity to the πN threshold and its strong coupling to this channel. This manifests in the large size of the LECs c 3 and c 4 in Table 1 due to the ∆(1232) contribution to them, evaluated in Refs. [62, 63] . The large impact of the ∆(1232) is the well-known reason for the large size of subleading TPE, but once its leading effects are taken into account at O(p 3 ) the chiral expansion stabilizes [31, 48] , as we have also concluded in the discussion following Eq. (42) . In the following, we skip the discussion on the relative importance of the different contributions to ∆(A) for those N N partial waves with a similar situation to the one discussed concerning the 1 S 0 . 
Uncoupled P waves
In this section we discuss the application of the method to the uncoupled P waves. At NNLO one has for these waves that
so that, according to the results of Ref. [44] , its Proposition 4, a once-subtracted DR for D(A), Eq. (6), does not converge and more subtractions should be taken. Then, we directly discuss the twice-and three-time subtracted DRs. The twice-subtracted DRs are given by:
with all the subtractions in Eq. (6) taken at C = 0. The three-time subtracted DRs are:
Here all the subtractions in N (A) and one in D(A) are taken at C = 0, while the other two subtractions in D(A) are taken at C = −M 2 π . This is done in order to avoid handling an infrared diverging integral 
In all the cases the subtraction constant ν 2 is fixed in terms of the scattering volume, a V ,
For a V we take the values 0.890, −0.543 and −0.939 M −3 π for the partial waves 3 P 0 , 3 P 1 and 1 P 1 , in order, as deduced from Ref. [45] .
5.1
3 P 0 wave 
where the intervals of values take into account the dispersion in the results that stems from the different sets of c i 's in Table 1 . The phase shifts calculated, shown by the (red) hatched area in Fig. 3 , reproduce exactly the Nijmegen PWA phase shifts [45] , given by the (black) dashed line. Indeed, the two lines overlap each other. The results with different sets of values for the c i counterterms cannot be distinguished either between each other. The (magenta) solid line shows the results with twice-subtracted DRs at NLO [44] , which are already almost on top of the data, and the OPE results [42] are shown by the (blue) dotted line. We have also checked that a tree-time-subtracted DR at LO and NLO provide already a prefect reproduction of data as well. Then, the wave 3 P 0 studied at O(p 3 ) is not a good partial wave to learn above chiral dynamics, because independently of order up to which ∆(A) is calculated the reproduction of data is excellent when three-subtractions are taken.
5.2
3 P 1 wave
For this partial wave the situation is similar to that discussed for the 3 P 0 . The twice-subtracted DRs, Eq. (46), do not provide stable results and we have to consider then the three-time subtracted DRs, Eq. (47). The free parameters are δ 2 and δ 3 , with ν 3 fixed to 0 (the fit is stable if this subtraction constant is released). The fitted values are
The resulting phase shifts are shown in Fig. 4 by the (red) hatched area and reproduce perfectly the Nijmegen PWA phase shifts (shown by the black dashed line), independently of the set of values for the c i 's chosen from Refs. [11, 55] in Table 1 . At NLO [44] it is also necessary to take three-subtracted DRs in order to obtain stable results and the reproduction of data is equally perfect. This is why we have not included the NLO results in Fig. 4 . Similarly to the 3 P 0 case, we cannot discern the impact of chiral dynamics at O(p 3 ) once three-time subtracted DRs are considered. Phase shifts of the 1 P 1 N N partial wave. The twice subtracted DR results at NNLO are shown by the (red) hatched area, while at NLO [44] correspond to the (magenta) solid line. The (blue) dotted line corresponds to the OPE results [42] and the Nijmegen PWA phase shifts are shown by the (black) dashed lines.
5.3
1 P 1 wave
For this partial wave the twice-subtracted DR results from Eq. (46) are quite stable at low energies. The free parameters are now ν 2 and δ 2 . The resulting fitted value for δ 2 to the Nijmegen PWA phase shifts is 
Uncoupled D waves
Here, we discuss the D waves. In order to preserve the right threshold behavior we employ the twicesubtracted DRs of Eqs. (17) and (18) with ℓ = 2. For the uncoupled D waves one has that
and for this sign we do not have numerical problems in the solution of the resulting IE even for diverging ∆(A) [44] . [44] . In both cases twice-subtracted DRs are used. The phase shifts in the Born approximation are shown by the (cyan) filled bands, the OPE result from Ref. [42] is the (blue) dotted lines and the Nijmegen PWA phase shifts are given by the (black) dashed lines.
The only free parameter per partial wave is δ 2 = D (1) (0) which is fitted to the Nijmegen PWA phase shifts. Taking into account the different sets of values for the c i counterterms we have the following results,
The reproduction of data is excellent as shown by the (red) hatched areas in Fig. 6 , where the phase shifts for the 1 D 2 are given in the left panel and those of the 3 D 2 in the right one. Our results indeed overlap the Nijmegen PWA phase shifts given by the (black) dashed lines. Reference [44] obtained the (magenta) solid line making use also of twice-subtracted DRs at NLO. We see a remarkable improvement from NLO to NNLO due to the inclusion of NLO πN dynamics, particularly for the 1 D 2 partial wave.
Perturbative and Born approximation phase shifts
The higher is the orbital angular momentum ℓ the more perturbative is expected to be the corresponding N N partial wave. This statement was studied in detail in the perturbative study of Ref. [46] by making use of the one-loop approximation in BChPT. Indeed, we can easily obtain from our formalism both the leading perturbative solution to the IEs of the N/D method in powers of ∆(A), as well as the leading term in the Born series approximation for the chiral N N amplitude calculated up to O(p 3 ) in Ref. [46] . The point is that for a weak interaction (small ∆(A) at low three-momentum) one can expect that D(A) ≃ 1 at low energies. It is then reasonable to consider that substituting D(A) → 1 in the integral on the r.h.s.
of Eq. (18) would be meaningful to calculate N (A), because we have a rapid converging integral due to the factor (k 2 ) ℓ in the denominator for a sufficiently large value of ℓ. 15 The perturbative result for N (A), denoted by N p (A), is then
Had we included only the two-nucleon irreducible contributions to ∆(A), which is then denoted as ∆ B (A), the previous integral becomes the DR representation of the N N potential that we denominate N B (A),
This is due to the fact that the N N potential projected in a given partial wave is an analytical function that only has LHC and it can be written in terms of a DR along the latter cut. We have checked numerically that the DR representation Eq. (57) for the N N potential coincides with its explicit partial wave decomposition taking into account the expressions given in Ref. [46] . In our notation the relation between N B (A) and the phase shifts in the Born approximation, δ B (A), reads
An analogous expression holds for the perturbative phase shifts δ (p) (A) calculated in terms of N (p) (A).
The difference between the perturbative phase shifts and the Born approximation ones for ℓ ≥ 2 is typically not very significant and quite small. In the following we compare our full results with δ B (A), since these phase shifts can be also calculated straightforwardly in potential models. We proceed in the same way for the coupled channel case as well by evaluating N ij (A) in the Born approximation by substituting D ij (A) → 1 in Eq. (21), and keeping only the two-nucleon irreducible contributions to ∆ ij (A). Turning back to the uncoupled D waves we also show in Fig. 6 the leading Born approximation phase shifts obtained from the NNLO two-nucleon irreducible contributions to ∆(A) by the (cyan) filled areas. One observes that these curves are quite different from our full results given by the hatched areas. This clearly indicates that the perturbative treatment of the N N D waves is not accurate.
Uncoupled F waves
For the F waves we have three subtractions with two free parameters δ 2 and δ 3 . We fix δ 2 = 0 in the following (according to the principle of maximal smoothness) and fit δ 3 to data. At NNLO the fitted values for D (2) (0) = 2δ 3 , Eq. (19), are:
where the variation in the values is due to the different sets of c i counterterms employed. The NNLO results are shown by the (red) hatched areas in Fig. 7 which reproduce the Nijmegen PWA phase shifts (black dashed line) better than the NLO results (magenta lines) and the perturbative phase shifts (cyan filled areas). This improvement is particularly noticeable for the 3 F 3 partial wave. We also observe that for the F waves the phase shifts in the leading Born approximation, Eq. (58), run much closer to our full results than for the D waves, which clearly indicates that F waves are more perturbative. Nevertheless, the relative deviation of the perturbation results compared with the full solution is still around a 50% at the end of the interval shown in Fig. 7 . A similar conclusion on the more perturbative nature of the F waves was also reached in the pure perturbative study of Ref. [46] by comparing with experimental data. However, here we can also compare with the full unambiguous solution of the corresponding IE. For example, we can learn from Fig. 7 that the widths of the (cyan) filled bands for the Born approximation results reflect a much larger dependence on the c i coefficients than the one corresponding to the full nonperturbative results given by the (red) hatched areas. Thus, within our approach the failure reported in Refs. [32, 48] to reproduce simultaneously the D and F waves by using the NNLO chiral potential calculated in dimensional regularization in Ref. [46] because the large values of the c i counterterms does not happen. Namely, we are able to describe properly both the uncoupled D and F waves, Figs. 6 and 7, respectively, and the dependence on the precise set of c i 's taken is quite mild for the full results. Indeed our calculation at NNLO describe the Nijmegen PWA phase shifts better than the NLO ones [44] , which is not the case for all of these waves in Ref. [32] based on the (modified) Weinberg approach when comparing their NLO and NNLO results.
The increase in the perturbative character of the F waves can also be seen by considering the relevance of the different contributions of ∆(A) to the integral on the r.h.s. of Eq. (17), proceeding in a similar way to that already performed for the 1 S 0 partial wave in Sec. 4. The result is shown in the left panels of Fig. 8 , where the first row corresponds to 1 F 3 and the second to 3 F 3 . In the right panels we show directly the different contributions to ∆(A). The meanings of the lines in Fig. 8 are the same as in Fig. 2, though here the c i 's are taken from Ref. [11] , given in the last row of Table 1 , which is enough for the present purposes. Notice, that now a qualitative different situation is found with respect to what is shown in Fig. 2 , that also holds for the P and D waves discussed in Secs. 5 and 6. For the F and higher waves the subleading two-nucleon irreducible TPE contribution is much less important and OPE is by far the dominant contribution, as it should correspond to a perturbative high-ℓ wave. 
Uncoupled G waves
For the G waves we have four subtractions of which δ i (i = 2, 3, 4) are free but, according to the principle of maximal smoothness, all of them are fixed to 0 except δ 4 = D (3) (0)/3! that is fitted to data. At NNLO the fitted values for D (3) (0) are:
where the variation in the values is due to the different sets of c i counterterms employed. The corresponding results are shown by the (red) hatched areas in Fig. 9 . For both partial waves the actual dependence on the c i coefficients for the resulting phase shifts is almost negligible and the hatched areas degenerate to lines. The low-energy results are very similar at NLO and NNLO and reproduce the Nijmegen PWA phase shifts quite well. These results are better than the perturbative ones in the Born approximation, Eq. (58), which are shown by the (cyan) filled areas. As indicated for the uncoupled F waves here OPE overwhelmingly dominates the different contribution to the dispersive integral on the r.h.s. of Eq. (17) . This indicates that these waves are rather perturbative, though still we observe differences around 30% for p 300 MeV in Fig. 9 between the full and perturbative results.
Uncoupled H waves
For the case of the uncoupled H waves, 1 H 5 and 3 H 5 , we apply the five-time subtracted DRs of Eqs. (17) and (18) with ℓ = 5. We fit δ 5 = D (4) (0)/4! to the Nijmegen PWA phase shifts, which for ℓ ≥ 5 correspond to those obtained from the N N potential model of Ref. [64] , while δ 2,3,4 are fixed to 0 (principle of maximal smoothness). We obtain the fitted values: For the former the resulting curve indeed overlaps the Nijmegen PWA phase shifts [45] . We also show by the (cyan) filled bands the phase shifts in the leading Born approximation which run rather close to the full results, indeed for the 3 H 5 case the (cyan) filled band is overlapped by the (red) hatched one. This clearly indicates the perturbative nature for the H waves. For them it is also true that OPE overwhelmingly dominates the dispersive integral on the r.h.s. of Eq. (17), which is also the expected behavior for a perturbative partial wave. Fig. 11 we show by the (red) solid line the full N (A) and by the (blue) dashed line the perturbative result N p (A). We see that they are very similar, as expected for a partial wave with an ℓ as high as 5. In addition, we display in the right panel of the same figure the real part of D(A) from Eq. (17), which is very close to 1, as expected for a situation with a weak interaction as well. All these curves are obtained by employing the c i 's from Ref. [11] . A bit higher in energy both N p (A) and N (A) have a zero at around √ A = 450 MeV. Since T (A) = N (A)/D(A) this would imply that T (A) = 0 at that energy, which is at odds with the values of the phase shifts given by the Nijmegen PWA [45] that do not vanish at this point. The only remedy is that D(A) is also zero at the same point so that one had a limit 0/0 that is finally finite. This is indeed the case and it is is the reason why D(A) starts to decrease for √ A > 200 MeV in Fig. 11 . Another question of interest to think about is what have we gained by solving exactly Eq. (17) instead of using only the perturbative solution, Eq. (56), or the Born approximation, Eq. (57), with the related δ B (A), Eq. (58)?. The main point that one should consider in connection with this question is that by solving the full and nonperturbative Eq. (17) (furthermore, in good agreement with data) one can then state that Eq. (56) is a perturbation of a well-defined and existing nonperturbative solution. By solving exactly Eq. (17) we have needed to consider explicitly δ 5 as a free parameter for the uncoupled H waves and fit it to the Nijmegen PWA. Indeed, δ 5 is not only necessary for a good fit, but it is also required in order to keep D(A) ≃ 1 at low three-momentum. Otherwise, the contribution from the dispersive integral to D(A) on the r.h.s. of Eq. (18) would be too large and negative and would render a too strong function N (A) in plain disagreement with N p (A). Notice as well that in the case of the partial wave 1 H 5 a better reproduction of data is achieved than with δ B (A). It is also worth recalling the previous finding in Sec. 7 for the F waves, where the full results show a much smaller dependence on the set of c i coefficients used than the perturbative or Born approximation phase shifts, cf. Fig. 7 .
Coupled
We start our study of the 3 S 1 − 3 D 1 coupled-partial-wave system in terms of just one free parameter, that we choose as the pole position of the deuteron in the A-complex plane,
225 MeV the deuteron binding energy. Thus we implement once-subtracted DRs for the 3 S 1 and twice-subtracted ones for the 3 D 1 . In the case of the mixing partial wave we have a mixed situation with a once-subtracted DR for N 12 (A) and a twice-subtracted one for D 12 (A). In this way we guarantee both the right threshold behavior as well as the experimental deuteron-pole position in all the partial waves. We write now explicitly the DRs considered. For the 3 S 1 one has,
with all the subtractions taken at A = 0 and the new function g ij (A) is defined as
The subtraction constant ν 1 in N 11 (A) is fixed by imposing that
a result that is already implemented in Eq. (62) for D 11 (A). The corresponding DRs for the 3 D 1 and the mixing wave can be grouped together in the same form,
where ℓ 12 = 1 and ℓ 22 = 2 and all the subtractions for the N ij (A) are taken at A = 0, while in the function D(A) one is taken at A = 0 and the other at
The results obtained by solving the IEs for the functions D ij (A) along the LHC from Eqs. (62) and (65) are shown in Fig. 12 by the (cyan) filled areas. These results are indicated as NNLO-I and all the subtraction constants are fixed in terms of k 2 d , without any other freedom. The spread in the results originates by taking different sets of c i 's from Refs. [11, 55] and varying the input in the iterative procedure. The present NNLO calculation from Eqs. (62) and (65) reproduces the Nijmegen PWA mixing angle ǫ 1 much better than the NLO result from the same set of equations, which is shown by the (magenta) dot-dashed lines. This improvement in the description of ǫ 1 when passing from NLO to NNLO is also seen in Ref. [32] by employing the Weinberg scheme. The 3 S 1 phase shifts are also reproduced better at NNLO than at NLO, while the 3 D 1 phase shifts are somewhat worse described by the former. Our results for the 3 S 1 and 3 D 1 phase shifts are quite similar to those obtained in Ref. [34] , but not for ǫ 1 where our outcome is closer to the Nijmegen PWA. The comparison is not so straightforward with the results of Ref. [37] , which depend very much on the type of chiral N N potential used. For the 3 S 1 − 3 D 1 coupled partial waves we do not show the Born approximation results in Fig. 12 because they are specially poor, see e.g. Refs. [46, 48] for the 3 D 1 phase shifts.
We can also predict from Eqs. (62) and (65) the 3 S 1 scattering length (a t ) and effective range (r t ). The former is given in terms of ν (11) 1 , Eq. (64), as
Regarding r t we can proceed similarly as discussed in detail in Ref. [44] where the following expression is derived,
This equation also exhibits a correlation between r t and a t , although in a more complicated manner than for the 1 S 0 partial wave, as shown in Eq. (36), because ν 11 (A) depends nonlinearly on D 11 (A). Another observable that we also consider is the slope at threshold of ǫ 1 , indicated as a ε , and defined by
where the numerical value is deduced from the Nijmegen PWA phase shifts. From the DRs in Eq. (65) we obtain the following expression for a ε ,
It is also interesting to diagonalize the 3 S 1 − 3 D 1 S-matrix around the deuteron pole position. This can be done by means of a real orthogonal matrix [65] , Table 4 : Values for a t , r t , η, N 2 p and a ε . The results predicted from Eqs. (62) and (65) are given in the second (NLO) and third row (NNLO-I). The values given in the fourth row (NNLO-II) are obtained once a t and r t are fixed to the experimental figures, which is indicated by a star on top of the values. We also show the results from Refs. [65] and [32] in the fifth and sixth rows, respectively.
Such that
with S 0 and S 2 the S-matrix eigenvalues. The asymptotic D/S ratio of the deuteron, η, can be expressed in terms of ε 1 as
The residue of S 0 at the deuteron pole position is denoted by N 2 p ,
As discussed in Ref. [66] the shape parameters are a good testing ground for the range of applicability of the underlying EFT. We then study our results for the shape parameters of the lowest eigenphase δ 0 (also called 3 S 1 eigenphase), Eq. (72), with the diagonalization of the S-matrix performed in the physical region A ≥ 0, 16
The scattering length and effective range in the previous equation are the same as given above because coupled-wave effects with the 3 D 1 only affects the shape parameters v i , i ≥ 2. The values obtained at NLO and NNLO from Eqs. (62) and (65) for a t , r t , η, N 2 p and a ε are shown in Table 4 in the second and third rows, respectively. We observe that the numbers at NNLO (indicated by NNLO-I) are already rather close to those of Ref. [65] , obtained from the Nijmegen PWA of np data, and Ref. [32] . It is interesting to remark that our value for r t is a prediction in terms of only one subtraction constant (fixed by the deuteron pole position) and N N forces stemming from πN physics. This value deviates from experiment r t = 1.759 ± 0.005 fm [32] around a 10% at NNLO (∼ 20% at NLO), while the relative experimental error is around 3%. Other determinations for the parameter η, not shown in Table 4 , are η = 0.0256(4) [67] , η = 0.0271(4) [68] , η = 0.0263(13) [69] and η = 0.0268 (7) (62) and (65) are given in the second (NLO) and third row (NNLO-I). The errors for the NLO results correspond entirely to the numerical accuracy in the calculation. Those values corresponding to NNLO-II are given in the fourth row. The values from Refs. [65] and [32] appear in the fifth and sixth rows, in order. (17) −545(20) Table 5 .
The values for the shape parameters v i , i = 2, . . . , 6, are given in Table 5 and for i = 7, . . . , 10 in Table 6 . Up to our knowledge the values of the shape parameters with i > 5 were not given before. We detailed in Appendix A the numerical method that allows us to perform the appropriate derivatives up to so high order. 17 We could have also given shape parameters of even higher orders within a numerical precision of a few per cent, but this is skipped because its apparent little relevance in practice. One can appreciate the numerical precision in the calculation of the shape parameters by considering the errors in Tables 5 and 6 for the NLO results, which entirely correspond to the numerical accuracy. Notice that for the highest shape parameter shown, v 10 , its relative error is 1.5%, just slightly worse than for v 9 with a relative error of 1.1%. We then see that by increasing the order of the shape parameter the numerical accuracy only worsens little by little. Morever, the errors at NNLO take into account additionally the variation in the results from the different sets of c i 's employed and the dependence in the input for starting the iterative process. For the shape parameters with large order, i ≥ 5, their absolute values increase typically as O(1/M π ) 2i−1 , which is the expected behavior for long-range interactions mediated by OPE. It is clear from Table 5 that the shape parameters v i , i = 2, . . . , 5 predicted by the NNLO-I calculation (third row) are typically closer to the values of Refs. [32, 65] than those at NLO (second row). This is a positive feature indicating a well-behaved expansion of the results obtained by applying the N/D method with the discontinuity ∆(A) expanded in BChPT.
According to the power counting for the subtraction constants, Eq. (28), at NNLO it is appropriate to consider twice-subtracted DRs. For the 3 S 1 − 3 D 1 system this implies to take into account two more free parameters for the 3 S 1 wave and one more for the mixing partial wave. The three parameters for the 3 
For the mixing partial wave the DRs are
The results obtained by solving the IEs of Eqs. . We have further checked this statement by employing the following expression for ν
Here, the integral is the same as in Eq. (70), so that if we take Θ = 1 we would simply rewrite the IE of Eq. (65) in terms of twice-subtracted DRs. Then, we vary Θ and whenever we find a meaningful solution the obtained value for a ε = mν
/2π is always basically the same, a ε ≃ 1.30 M −3 π . In our opinion this difficulty in our approach to reproduce the value for a ε that follows from the Nijmegen PWA, Eq. (69), casts doubts on this number. Notice that the calculated values for ǫ 1 at low momentum, e.g. for √ A 100 MeV, lie on top of the curve for the Nijmegen PWA results as shown in the third panel of Fig. 12 by the coincident hatched and filled areas that overlap the Nijmegen PWA line. The phase shifts and ǫ 1 are quite similar to the NNLO-I results in terms of just one free parameter. Nevertheless, the 3 S 1 phase shifts for NNLO-II are closer to the Nijmegen PWA ones at lower energies, but the change for this S-wave by going from once-to twice-subtracted DRs is much less notorious than in the case of the partial wave 1 S 0 , discussed in Sec. 4. We can also see in the fourth row of Table 4 that the NNLO-II values for η and N 2 p are compatible with those of Ref. [65] , which is quite remarkable. The value for a ε mentioned above is shown in the last column of the same table. The shape parameters are shown in the forth rows of Tables 5 and 6 , where we observe a better agreement with the numbers given in Ref. [65] for v 4 and v 5 than for v 2 and v 3 . The variation of the values between NNLO-I and NNLO-II for the higher order shape parameters allows us to guess in a conservative way the systematic uncertainty affecting their calculation.
On the other hand, we would like to elaborate further on the fact that at NNLO the results for the 3 D 1 phase shifts do not still offer a good reproduction of the Nijmegen PWA ones, being even worse than those obtained at NLO. In Ref. [48] one can find a discussion on the difficulties arisen in their calculation because of the large values of the NLO πN counterterms, namely c 3 and c 4 , in order to reproduce simultaneously the D and F waves within the Weinberg scheme using the NNLO chiral potential calculated in dimensional regularization. Considering this observation we obtain that when all the c i = 0 our NNLO result for δ 2 is then essentially the same as the NLO one in Fig. 12 , corresponding to the (magenta) dot-dashed line. In view of this, we study now the influence in the results by including one more subtraction in the DRs for 3 D 1 with the aim of determining whether this worsening is an effect that can be counterbalanced in a natural way at O(p 4 ). In this way we use the same twice-subtracted DRs for 3 S 1 and the mixing partial wave given in Eqs. (76) and (77), respectively, while the following three-time subtracted DRs are used for the 3 D 1
with two additional subtraction constants δ 
The numerical values that stem from the previous expressions are δ Tables 4, 5 and 6, that would be also basically coincident with the NNLO-II ones in these tables.
We now elaborate on the difference between the value of ν 
we can estimate that Λ ∼ 4M π , which is similar to the estimate of Λ obtained in Sec. 4 for the 1 S 0 partial wave. As a result, δν 3 is consistent with a naturally sized O(p 4 ) effect.
The fact that the matrix of limiting values
has two negative eigenvalues is certainly related with the possibility of obtaining meaningful DRs with only one free parameter as first obtained in this section. We base this statement on the necessity condition of Ref. [44] in order to obtain meaningful once-subtracted DRs for λ < 0, a condition also introduced in Sec. 3.2. Indeed, since the mixing between different partial waves is very small these eigenvalues are given in good approximation by M 11 and M 22 ; this rule applies indeed not only to the 3 S 1 − 3 D 1 coupled waves but to any other one.
Coupled
We dedicate this section to the study of the coupled wave system 3 P 2 − 3 F 2 . By direct computation one has in this case that
which requires one to consider DRs with more than one subtraction for the 3 P 2 wave [44] . Indeed, similarly to the 3 P 0 and 3 P 1 partial waves, studied in Secs. 5.1 and 5.2, respectively, we need to take at least three subtractions in the DRs for the 3 P 2 wave in order to obtain stable and meaningful results. Thus, we have the following three-time subtracted DRs for the 3 P 2 wave,
With respect to the mixing and 3 F 2 partial waves we use the standard formalism for the coupled waves given in Eqs. (20) and (21) with ℓ 12 = 2 and ℓ 22 = 3, respectively. As a result 2 and 3 subtractions are taken in order.
As usual for the P waves, we fix ν
= 4πa V /m by requiring the exact reproduction of the 3 P 2 scattering volume extracted from the Nijmegen PWA [45] , is fitted to the results of this PWA. Regarding the subtraction constants δ ( 
11) i
, i = 1, 2, we follow the principle of maximal smoothness in virtue of which we fix δ (11) 2 = 0 and fit D (1) 11 (−M 2 π ). 18 The resulting fitted values are:
with the interval of values reflecting the dependence on the c i 's chosen. The free parameter associated with the mixing wave is fixed to its pure perturbative value, cf. Sec. 2.3, D 12 (−M 2 π ) = 1. All in all the resulting phase shifts are shown by the (red) hatched areas in Fig. 13 . There we see a clear improvement at NNLO in the reproduction of the 3 P 2 phase shifts compared with the results at NLO, given by the (magenta) dot-dashed lines, so that now the (red) hatched area overlaps the Nijmegen PWA phase shifts. The 3 F 2 phase shifts and mixing angle ǫ 2 are reproduced with a similar quality to that already achieved at NLO. We also give by the (cyan) filled bands the results obtained by the leading 18 In the following we use D Born approximation, Eq. (58), with ∆(A) calculated at NNLO. Due to the fact that the latter diverges as (−A) 3/2 for A → −∞ at least two subtractions have to be taken in the DR for N B (A), Eq. (57). This is immediately accomplished for the D and higher partial waves but for a P -wave with ℓ = 1 one needs to include one extra subtraction. In particular, for our present case we use Eq. (85) with D 11 (A) → 1 and with ∆ 11 (k 2 ) restricted to its two-nucleon irreducible contributions, with the subtraction constants ν ( 
11) 2
and ν (11) 3 taking the same values as discussed before. We see that our full results provide a clear improvement in the reproduction of the Nijmegen PWA phase shifts and mixing angle with respect to the Born approximation. One should mention that the Born approximation phase shifts for 3 F 2 and 3 F 3 have a striking resemblance to the full NNLO results of Ref. [32] obtained within the Weinberg scheme. We have obtained this improvement without dismissing the strength of the TPE at NNLO, as advocated in Ref. [48] . This makes that our full results are not so much sensitive to the particular set of c i 's taken as previously thought in the literature from the results of Refs. [32, 48] . For the study of the 3 D 3 − 3 G 3 coupled waves we follow the formalism for coupled waves, Eqs. (20) and (21), with ℓ 11 = 2, ℓ 12 = 3 and ℓ 22 = 4, so that ℓ ij subtractions are taken in the DRs for the coupled wave ij. Regarding the free parameters we follow the principle of maximal smoothness, although for the mixing wave the subtraction constants take their pure perturbative values. So that we fit to data D 11 (−M 2 π ) and D (2) 22 (−M 2 π ), with the resulting values:
Coupled
The interval of values in Eq. (89) reflect the dependence on the set of values considered for the c i 's. The resulting phase shifts are shown by the (red) hatched areas in Fig. 14. Importantly at NNLO the phase shifts for the 3 D 3 wave follow closely the Nijmegen PWA phase shifts so that a remarkable improvement is obtained in comparison with both the NLO and Born results. Notice that this is accomplished without any need of dismissing the strength of TPE as directly obtained from the NLO πN amplitudes. We have been able to improve the situation by taking into account the subtraction constant δ 2 or D 11 (−M 2 π ), whose presence is required by the nonperturbative unitarity implementation 19 at NNLO, cf. Eq. (28) . We also observe a good reproduction of the Nijmegen PWA results for the waves 3 G 3 and ǫ 3 , which are already well reproduced at NLO [44] as shown by the (magenta) dot-dashed lines.
The discussion of the 3 F 4 − 3 H 4 coupled-wave system follows the standard formalism for coupled waves, Eq. (20) and (21), with ℓ 11 = 3, ℓ 12 = 4 and ℓ 22 = 5. The free parameters are then fitted to data according to the principle of maximal smoothness. However, for 3 H 4 and the mixing partial wave there is no improvement in the reproduction of data with respect to the situation in which the pure perturbative values are taken, so that at the end we only have to fit D 
The resulting phase shifts and mixing angle are shown by the (red) hatched areas in Fig.15 , with the width of the band reflecting the dependence on values for the πN NLO counterterms. One can observe a clear improvement in the description of the 3 F 4 phase shifts compared with the results from OPE (blue dotted lines), NLO (magenta dot-dashed lines) and leading Born approximation (cyan filled areas). Similarly to the 3 D 3 wave in the previous section, this improvement is related with the effect of the subtraction constant δ
which is not directly related with an improvement in the calculation of ∆ 11 (A), and hence of the N N potential. Let us recall that the subtraction constants δ (ij) p arise because of the rescattering process that the N/D method allows to treat in a clear and well-defined way, overcoming the obscurities that still remain in the literature associated with the use of the cutoff regularized Lippmann-Schwinger with a higher-order N N potential. For the mixing angle ǫ 4 the quality in the reproduction of data is similar to that obtained by the other approximations just quoted. However, for the 3 H 4 phase shifts the outcome at NNLO is a bit worse than at NLO and OPE, though one should also notice the tiny values for the 3 H 4 phase shifts so that this discrepancy is certainly small in absolute value. We have also checked that it cannot be removed by releasing the other subtraction constants δ (22) p , with p = 2, 3 and 4. Likely, the origin of this difference in the 3 H 4 phase shifts between our full results and the Nijmegen PWA can be tracked back to the change in the leading Born approximation once the O(p 3 ) two-nucleon irreducible contributions are included in ∆ 22 (A). The standard formalism for coupled waves with high angular momentum, Eqs. (20) and (21), is followed here with ℓ 11 = 4, ℓ 12 = 5 and ℓ 22 = 6. The application of the principle of maximal smoothness to fit the free parameters provides a good reproduction of the Nijmegen PWA phase shifts [45] . 20 The range of values obtained for the free parameters D 
while basically the same results are obtained for any D
12 (−M 2 π ) ≤ 0 M −6 π . The results are shown in Fig.16 by the (red) hatched areas whose widths take into account the uncertainty from the set of c i 's taken and some numerical noise from the iterative process. A clear improvement results in the description of the 3 G 5 phase shifts compared with the OPE (blue dotted lines), NLO (magenta dot-dashed lines) and leading Born approximation results (cyan filled areas). It is worth stressing that this partial wave cannot be well reproduced even at NNNLO in the Weinberg potential scheme neither by keeping a finite value 20 For 5 ≤ J ≤ 8 the Nijmegen PWA phase shifts [45] are those obtained from the N N potential model of Ref. [64] . for the three-momentum cutoff entering in the solution of the Lippmann-Schwinger equation [33] , nor by sending it to ∞ as in Ref. [40] . A similar situation occurs too for the leading Born approximation results at NNLO, as shown by the (cyan) filled area in the first panel, a result also obtained in Ref. [48] . Even more, the modification of the TPE mechanism proposed in this reference by making use of the so-called spectral-function regularization is inoperative here to provide an improvement in the Born approximation results. A similar problem was also observed in the perturbative calculation at NNNLO in Ref. [31] . From ours results this is not surprising because the improvement in the reproduction of the Nijmegen PWA phase shifts for the 3 G 5 wave is accomplished through the subtraction constant δ (11) 4 . This constant is directly related to the N N rescattering (from which the final function D 11 (A) stems nonperturbatively) and not to the N N potential or ∆ 22 (A). In the case of the mixing angle ǫ 5 and the 3 I 5 phase shifts there is a slight worsening in the reproduction of Nijmegen PWA compared with the NLO ones, but still our results run very close to the Nijmegen PWA ones.
Finally, we give in Table 7 the values of the free parameters employed in the different partial waves according to the type of DRs employed, which is indicated in the second column. This is done by following the notation, already introduced in Ref. [44] , mDR with m = 1, 2, . . ., and it should be read as m-time subtracted DR. For the higher N N partial waves we use the abbreviation LTS to indicate that ℓ (or J for the mixing partial waves) subtractions are taken to satisfy the threshold behavior, following the standard We give in the columns from left to right, in order, the partial wave, the type of DRs employed to study it and the values for the free parameters involved.
formalism explained in Sec. 2.3. According to the principle of maximal smoothness only the highest derivative D (n) (C) related to the subtraction constants in D(A) is not fixed to its perturbative value (1 for n = 0 and 0 for n = 0) and released, if appropriate. The units correspond to appropriate powers of M 2 π , although they are not explicitly shown. There is a proliferation of free parameters for the P waves because for them λ > 0, Eqs. (45) and (83), so that, except for the 1 P 1 wave, three-time-subtracted DRs are needed. This could be a specific feature for the NNLO calculation of ∆(A) that has to be investigated for higher-orders. 21 
Conclusions
We have discussed in this paper the application of the N/D method when its dynamical input, namely, the imaginary part of the N N partial waves along the LHC, is calculated in ChPT up to NNLO. It then comprises OPE, leading and subleading two-nucleon irreducible TPE and once-iterated OPE [46] . We have obtained a quite good reproduction of the Nijmegen PWA phase shifts and mixing angles, in better agreement than the one achieved in the previous lower order studies at LO [42, 43] and NLO [44] . In particular, our NNLO results are able to reproduce the phase shifts for the triplet waves with ℓ 11 = J − 1, 3 P 2 , 3 D 3 , 3 F 4 and 3 G 5 , while at NLO they were not properly accounted for. We do not need to modify the NNLO two-nucleon irreducible diagrams (or chiral N N potential) in order to obtain such a good agreement with the Nijmegen PWA, contrary to common wisdom. The point that stems from our study is that one should perform in a well-defined way the iteration of diagrams along the RHC, which are responsible for unitarity and analyticity attached to this cut, rather than reshuffling the N N potential with contributions from higher orders. In this respect, the use of DRs allows one to perform the iteration of two-nucleon intermediate states independently of regulator. We have also compared our full results for the higher partial waves with the Born approximation. From this comparison, as well as from the direct study of the importance of the different contributions of ∆(A) to the dispersive integrals, it follows that the N N D waves cannot be treated perturbatively.
It is also worth remarking that up to the order studied here we reproduce the long-range correlation between the effective ranges and the scattering lengths for the N N S waves when only once-subtracted DRs are applied. In this way one can predict values for the S-wave effective ranges in agreement with experiment up to around a 10%. We have also elaborated a chiral power counting for the subtraction constants, so that twice-subtracted DRs are appropriate when ∆(A) is calculated at NLO and NNLO. From these considerations it turns out also that the chiral power expansion is made over a scale Λ ∼ 400 MeV. One should consider further the impact of higher orders in ∆(A), which are partially calculated already in the literature, as an interesting extension of the present work in order to settle the applicability of the N/D method to N N scattering in ChPT with a high degree of accurateness.
